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Abstract

Should monetary policy react to asset prices levels and changes in the context of

�nancial frictions? To answer the question, we provide a tractable monetary Ramsey

approach for a heterogeneous agents model with conventional policy (interest rate or

money growth target) and unconventional policy (purchase of private illiquid assets)

as instruments, in which heterogeneous agents' interaction is summarized in one im-

plementability condition. We show that entrepreneurs hold too much liquid asset in

a model with equity issuance and resale (liquidity) constraints. In the steady state,

optimal policy targets at paying interest on liquid assets or reducing the money supply

available, leading to an equivalent increase of 0.4% in permanent consumption com-

pared to the economy under no policy. In responding to adverse liquidity shocks, the

paths of macroeconomic variables under no policy and optimal policy are sharply dif-

ferent and suggest the need for buying illiquid assets and raising interest rate, instead

of usual response of reducing interest rate. Finally, we prove that the unconventional

policy dominates the conventional counterpart, but the welfare di�erence of them is

quantitatively negligible.
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I Introduction

The recent �nancial crisis has shown that asset market liquidity �uctuations can have huge

impacts on the real economy. As �nancial frictions widened, the economy plunged into a

recession from 2007Q4 to 2009Q2. However, if one were to consider that one of the driving

forces of the crisis was indeed the liquidity aspect transmitted to the real economy, it is

surprising that there is little understanding on how should a central bank react or even

whether it should or should not react.

Figure 1: Liquidity Ratio from 1952Q1 Liquidity ratio, S&P 500 over time. Liquidity ratio is de�ned
as the total liquid assets (check, deposit, tradable receivable and T-Bills while for �nancial sector with one more source, net
over-night interbank lending) over total assets (for �nancial sectors total assets adjusted by the required reserve in central
bank). NNB stands for non-farm and non-corporate business. NCB stands for non-farm and corporate business. FB stands for
�nancial business excluding central bank. Source: 1952Q1-2011Q3 Flow of Funds Table, F102, F103, B102 and B103, Federal
Reserve Z1 statistical release. S&P 500 index is obtained from Yahoo Finance. The shaded region depicts the NBER recession
period, except that the last (yellow) region depicts the period after 2007-2009 recession until 2011Q3.

Concerns about the interest rate and the degree of asset market liquidity a�ect the

portfolio allocation of low-return-liquid and high-return-illiquid assets (which by itself a�ect
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investment and the real economy). One way of seeing this is by plotting liquid vs. illiquid

compositions in portfolio as in Figure 1. During the last recession, the liquid share has

increased, even though the equity price, as approximated by S&P 500, was already bouncing

back in 2009 as seen in the last shaded region. This change of liquidity ratio suggests large

rebalancing of portfolio in all sectors during and after the past recession. The question we aim

to tackle, therefore, is how should optimal monetary policy behave in a liquidity constrained

economy in which portfolio re-balancing in general equilibrium might cause ine�ciency.

Our approach emphasizes monetary policy over �scal policy. Firstly, it has more discre-

tion in the short run and, moreover, we can provide a framework for the recent debate on

possible types of monetary instruments. The �rst monetary instrument targets only on liquid

assets, usually called the conventional instrument. Examples of such are steadily increasing

or decreasing the money stock, or changing the interest rate of liquid assets. The second

instrument is motivated by the FED's large purchases of illiquid assets, which we exemplify

through open market operations on private equity and label them as unconventional poli-

cies1. The main distinction between them is the introduction of the central bank's holding

of partially liquid assets.

In our model, entrepreneurs have uninsured investment opportunity risks. They want to

�nance future investment by saving through holding other's equity or intrinsically valueless

liquid assets. However, there are equity �nancing and resale frictions. The equity �nancing

constraint limits new equity issuance up to a fraction of one's new investment. At the same

time, resale (liquidity) frictions set a bound on the fraction of equity that can be sold. There-

fore in �nancing new investment, the equity issuance constraint limits the outside �nancing

while the resale friction limits the internal �nancing. Hence, the �nancial frictions reduce the

1We will abuse of notation calling the privately owned equity "private equity", but with a di�erent
meaning than the usual jargon.
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amount of resources for investment that should be transferred from non-productive agents

to productive ones, not only reducing the output produced but also limiting consumption

smoothing.

To lessen the liquidity frictions, entrepreneurs will thus hold intrinsically valueless fully

liquid assets as extra internal savings. Liquid assets in the economy help lubricate funds

transfer in the economy. However, by holding liquid assets, they do not internalize their own

e�ect on lowering the return of the assets. In equilibrium, there is too much holding of liquid

assets. Importantly, we ask whether, given the liquidity friction in a competitive economy, a

constrained planner (who also respects the liquidity friction) can improve the social welfare.

Nevertheless, we are not dealing with policy that can entirely eliminate liquidity friction.

We depart from early monetary policy literature such as Woodford (2003) by focusing

on the Ramsey problem of optimal monetary policy and use the primal approach, which

we can fully solve analytically. We �nd that the "implementability" condition, that sum-

marizes all the decentralized market conditions, equals the net-worth di�erence of di�erent

types of agents to the total gain if non-resalable capital become resaleable. The imple-

mentability condition suggests that, as agents switch back and forth from being productive-

type (with investment opportunity) to unproductive-type (without investment opportunity),

consumption-smoothing will be harder the larger are �nancial frictions in the economy. Then,

it is worthwhile to consider two extreme cases in which �at liquid assets disappear

1. If there is no equity issuance friction, idiosyncratic investment opportunity risk is fully

insured and equity resale friction does not matter, leading to zero net-worth di�erence

and perfect consumption smoothing;

2. If there is no equity resale friction (the equity is fully liquid), the value gained by

transforming non-resaleable into resaleable is zero since all equity is resaleable. Savings
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through holding equity will be enough to �nance future new investment. Again, we

have zero net-worth di�erence and perfect consumption smoothing.

Finally, the implementability constraint also shows that unconventional policies do weakly

dominate conventional ones theoretically, since the latter can be shown to be a subset of the

former.

To our best knowledge, we are the �rst to give an answer to what is the optimal monetary

policy in the context of liquidity frictions. Standard New-Keynesian optimal policy uses the

second order approximation to the objective function of a representative household, usually

�nding a balance between output gap and in�ation gap2. Such strategy is not particularly

attractive in the context of liquidity friction, where heterogeneous agents and uninsured risks

become the central theme. With the help of the implementability condition, heterogeneity

can be summarized in one constraint for the policy maker.

We calibrate and structurally estimate the model, using liquid assets data from U.S.

�ow of funds jointly with aggregate investment from 1991 to 2007. Especially, we want to

estimate the size of the shock to liquidity constraint such that it will induce private sectors to

re-balance the asset portfolio as in the data. Such treatment of data is novel and is directly

linked to the question posed.

Our result shows that the monetary authority should �de�ate� the economy in steady

state, since agents have a propensity to over-save in liquid assets. Intuitively, one way of

reducing such problem is by constantly shortening the supply of liquid assets, or, equivalently,

an annual 4% real interest rate on liquid assets3. Once liquid assets earn higher rate of

2As we do not follow the strategy of approximating the objective function, we also do not have welfare
ranking problems, since in principle one can consider all higher order terms.

3Arguing that optimal policy is de�ation abstracts from other margins that we do not consider, such as
price stickiness. A more correct interpretation is that liquidity margins suggest an increase on the liquid
asset. We do not incorporate sticky price consideration and the calculation of de�ation could be thought of
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return due to policy, those who have investment opportunities and liquid assets will have a

better internal �nancing through liquid assets. More wealth is then transferred from agents

with funds but no investment opportunity, to those with investment opportunity but not

enough funds. The welfare gains of such policy amount to almost .4% increase on permanent

total consumption. Moreover, the optimal level of interest rate is increasing in the liquidity

frictions, since higher liquidity frictions deter more resources transfer.

Finally, we examine various shocks estimated from data, including liquidity shocks that

lead to a harder resaleability of the illiquid assets, and productivity shocks.4

For an unexpected adverse liquidity shock, the policy should aim at help �nancing in-

vestment through increasing the interest rate on liquid assets. Importantly, even though

theoretically we prove that the unconventional monetary policy weakly dominates conven-

tional one, quantitatively it is negligibly.

Related Literature The literature on �nancial frictions is vast, spanning mostly bor-

rowing constraints and, more recently, liquidity frictions 5. Since we are interested in optimal

policy with liquidity problems, we build upon the model of Kiyotaki and Moore (2011), as

we view it as an otherwise standard business cycle model in which �nancial frictions are im-

portant. The most important di�erence is that we embed conventional and unconventional

policy instruments in a way that we are able to reach optimal policy solution. Monetary

average liquid asset return after in�ation adjustment. The rationale for doing this is exactly to highlight the
monetary policy under �exible prices, which is rarely discussed.

4As usual in models with only adverse unexpected liquidity shocks (Kiyotaki and Moore (2011)), �ight to
liquidity increases the net-worth of agents who hold liquid assets and leads to a bigger change in the supply
of illiquid assets. The two e�ects increase illiquid asset price and increase total consumption, which we do
not observe in reality. Thus, we span all the possibilities of combination of liquidity shocks and productivity
shocks to overcome the di�culties. Especially future expected liquidity shocks with current productivity
shock can be thought of as higher degree of �nancing frictions that leads to capital mis-allocation and lower
productivity.

5On borrowing constraints, the literature is very vast, but the seminal work of Kiyotaki and Moore (1997)
and the recent survey of Brunnermeier, Eisenbach, and Sannikov (In Progress) are good examples of the
broad literature that exists.
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policy, therefore, is designed to in�uence on the return on liquid assets. At the same time,

we are able to compare conventional and unconventional policies.

The most related literature to our paper is the one that merges monetary policy and

�nancial frictions. On one hand, some have investigated how "unconventional monetary

policies", i.e., that change the central bank's balance sheet, could be used and rationalized

(Negro, Eggertsson, Ferrero, and Kiyotaki (2011) and Gertler and Karadi (2011)). Another

strand has evaluated �nancial frictions in a New-Keynesian model with price stickiness, as

discussed in Woodford (2003) and, more speci�cally, in Christiano, Motto, and Rostagno

(2007). Both strands, however, are silent in the policy optimality in an economy with

liquidity frictions.

We depart from the literature, �rst by discussing optimal policy with �nancial frictions,

but also by bringing the Ramsey approach such as in Chari and Kehoe (1999) to this lit-

erature. Monetary policy in our setup is non-super neutral due to distributive e�ects, and

it is not due to the price stickiness usually assumed6. Even though we have a somewhat

similar result to "Friedman rule", the reason behind is very di�erent. The key is the propen-

sity to over-save, instead of the usual opportunity cost of holding money due to transaction

needs. Our purpose, however, is not to explain data-observed in�ation targets (which the

New-Keynesian literature can do using price-stickiness) but how �nancial frictions alter the

optimal level of real interest rate.

There is a recent literature that studies pecuniary externality from �nancial friction, in

which the competitive market is neither e�cient, nor constrained e�cient. Bianchi (2009),

Bianchi (2010), Korinek (2009) and Lorenzoni (2008) look at how far an decentralized econ-

omy with borrowing constraints is from the �rst best allocation, attainable by government

6Following the jargon, neutral means the level of money stock does not matter and super-neutral means
that growth of money does not matter either.
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policies. We share a similar feature with the literature by introducing prices in the budget

constraint, the agent does not take into account her own e�ect on prices and generate an

externality. However, we depart from the literature by restricting attention to constrained

e�cient allocation, instead of �rst best. Monetary policy therefore respects liquidity frictions

and highlights the over-saving of liquid assets in the decentralized economy.

II A Canonical Model of Financial Frictions

A Set-up

In this section we consider a variant of Kiyotaki and Moore (2011) in which we introduce

an inelastic supply of labor and monetary policy. Conventional policies are exempli�ed by

a helicopter drop or drain policy, but the results are entirely equivalent if we were to think

about interest rate management on liquid assets if money was thought as a very general liquid

asset such as the T-Bill. For unconventional policies, we consider open market operations

on purchasing private equity7. We try to stick as much as possible to Kiyotaki and Moore

(2011) model in order to evaluate the gains from optimal policy in an otherwise standard

model, but some changes are needed to accommodate such policies. Therefore, we'll be brief

in explaining the set-up used.

Time is discrete and in�nite. The economy has two types of agents, entrepreneurs with

measure 1 and household with measure L. Each agent has expected utility of

Et

∞∑
s=0

βslog (ct+s)

7A more detailed explanation of such interpretations is given in Section 4.
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at time t. Only entrepreneurs have access to a constant-returns-to-scale technology for

producing output from capital and labor. An entrepreneur holding kt capital at the beginning

of period t can employ lt in a competitive labor market to produce

yt = At (kt)
α (lt)

1−α .

To produce output, entrepreneurs have to be involved in the production process so that their

participation is necessary. Production is completed within period t, during which capital

depreciates to be (1− δ) kt, where 0 < δ < 1. At = ezt is common to all entrepreneurs and

zt follows

zt = ρzzt−1 + εzt .

Entrepreneurs hire each unit of labor at a competitive real wage wt. Due to constant return

to scale technology, pro�ts on capital are linear in individual entrepreneur's capital8

yt − wtlt = rtkt

where rt is the equilibrium pro�ts on capital. The household side is assumed to be supplying

L unit of inelastic labor for simplicity9. After introducing labor, rt can now be determined

by clearing labor markets. For each entrepreneur with kt, their decision on hiring labor is

(1− α)At (kt)
α l−αt = wt,→ lt =

[
(1− α)At

wt

] 1
α

kt.

8The return on individual capital is linear in their capital stock level , but decreasing in aggregate capital
stock level.

9If we specify them to have the same discount rate β in preference and allow them to buy equity for
savings, they will not do so because the equilibrium rate of return will be less than β. The use of Lunits for
workers is a normalization itself, since we keep the entrepreneurs as being 1 unit throughout.
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Therefore, if aggregate capital stock is Kt, the labor demand is
[
(1−α)At

wt

] 1
α
Kt. Wage is then

wt = (1− α)At (Kt/L)α and the gross pro�ts are Atk
α
t l

1−α
t −wtlt = αAt(Kt/L)α−1kt. Thus,

pro�ts on capital are

rt = αAt

(
Kt

L

)α−1
. (1)

The arrival of an investment opportunity, i.e., the chance to produce new capital from

general output, is independently distributed across entrepreneurs (but not across the house-

hold) and through time (we assume a constant fraction at every point in time). At each date

t, π fraction of entrepreneurs have the opportunity, while the other 1 − π do not. In later

numerical analysis, π will be matched to investment spike in the data. Investment completed

in period t will be available as capital in period t+ 1:

kt+1 = (1− δ) kt + it

We assume there is no insurance market against having an investment opportunity, so that

the market is incomplete. In order to �nance the investment opportunity, an entrepreneur can

issue an equity claim to the future output from the investment, but due to the friction only

θ fraction of the investment can be issued. Such friction can be motivated in a production

process in which entrepreneurs have to participate in the production to produce full amount

of future output and outsiders may just be able to get 1− θ of the future output. The other

friction that we introduce is the equity resale friction; entrepreneurs have di�culties in selling

their capital, as they can sell only up to φ fraction of their own equity backed by physical

capital each period. Resale friction is common especially when information asymmetry is

severe. Since we abstract from di�erent asset category while putting all assets (except fully

liquid assets) together, φ measures the average degree of resale friction.
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Table I: Balance Sheet of a Typical Entrepreneur

Liquid Assets (Money) Own Equity Issued
Holding of Others' Equity

Own Unmortgaged Capital Stock Net Worth

An entrepreneur has liquid assets, others equity, and un-mortgaged capital stock in his

balance sheet as in Table I. For simplicity, both own equity unmortgaged initially and

outside equity can be sold at most φ fraction and depreciate at the same rate δ. Therefore,

own equity and outside equity are perfect substitutes. Entrepreneurs can remortgage their

previously un-mortgaged capital stock up to φt fraction of that. φt �uctuates over time

to capture the uncertainty of liquidity frictions. Therefore, the exogenous shocks in this

economy are summarized by (zt, φt) .

Let nt be the equity and let mt be money held by an individual entrepreneur at the start

of period t. The above discussion can be summarized as

nt+1 ≥ (1− θ) it + (1− φt) (1− δ)nt (2)

mt+1 ≥ 0 (3)

The �rst constraint summarizes the amount of equity held in the next period. The minimum

equity held would be the sum of un-mortgaged investment and equity that cannot be resold.

The second constraint is just a non-negativity constraint on liquid assets (money). Private

agents cannot issue very liquid assets like T-bills. Commercial papers, even some that are

very liquid, are still less liquid than assets issued by the government, which are backed up

by taxes and government enforcement power. Therefore, any debt that is issued by �rms

and commercial banks should be thought of as the non-fully resalable assets in the model.
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The return on private assets in the model thus should be regarded as average return from

equity and bonds in reality.

Now, we introduce conventional policy �rst and leave the unconventional policy in the

next subsection. Let qt be the price of equity and let pt be the price of liquid assets, in terms

of consumption goods10. From now on, we use liquid assets and money interchangeably since

money is a case of liquid assets. The �ow of funds constraint for an entrepreneur at time t

is then given by

ct + it + qt (nt+1 − it − (1− δ)nt) + pt

(
mt+1 −mt − M̃t

)
= rtnt

where M̃t is the new money supply from government at time t. We model the conventional

monetary policy as a helicopter drop, but, since what matters is the return of money, one

could think of changing the return of liquid assets with equivalent results. The individual

entrepreneurs take the new increased supply as given and think that they will not a�ect the

equilibrium. If monetary authorities do not react at all, M̃t will always be 0. Importantly,

we do not restrict the policy to be helicopter drop, i.e, M̃t ≥ 0. The policy can also be

as a money drain, i.e, M̃t < 0. In that case, the policy is equivalent to a taxation on all

entrepreneurs with ptM̃t and the government use the proceeds to pay interest rate on liquid

assets since the policy will change the rate of return on liquid assets.

B Recursive Equilibrium

We want to focus on an economy with valued liquid assets or money. Once money is valued,

it is used as an alternative source for savings since equity �nancing is insu�cient due to the

10The reason to denote consumption goods as the measure is because it is convenient to think about rate
of return on liquid assets
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resaleability friction. Therefore, productive entrepreneurs will sell up to φt fraction of equity

and their constraints are all binding11. To reach this interesting economy equilibrium, we

assume the following, as in Kiyotaki and Moore (2011)12

Assumption : δθ + π (1− δ)φ < (β − 1 + δ) (1− π) .

Entrepreneurs with investment opportunities, under the above assumption, will borrow

to the limit so that constraint (2) will bind and the �ow of funds becomes

cit + [1− θqt] it = [rt + qtφt (1− δ)]nt + pt

(
mt + M̃t

)
.

Using (2) and (3), the investing entrepreneur's consumption is 1−β fraction of the net-worth,

as we have log-utility. Therefore

cit = (1− β)
{
rtn

i
t +
[
φtqt + (1− φt) qRt

]
(1− δ)nit + pt

(
mi
t + M̃t

)}
, (4)

where qRt = 1−θqt
1−θ < 1 as qt > 1. Investment is thus

it =
[rt + qtφt (1− δ)]nit + pt

(
mi
t + M̃t

)
− cit

1− θqt
. (5)

11We will assume that the optimal policy is also respecting the binding constraint, since we are looking
only into policies that can be decentralized into a competitive equilibrium market as such.

12To understand the assumption, suppose the assumption hold and the steady state capital is K. Note
that the following is impossible,

[δθ + π (1− δ)φ]K > δ (1− π)K.

To see this, the right hand side is the saving of non-investing entrepreneurs (with populations 1 − π) in
steady state; the left hand side is the sum of new equity issued (δθK, which is the investment to compensate
depreciation) and existing equity sold (π (1− δ)φK). Then the inequality says that investing entrepreneurs
can transfer all the savings from non-investing entrepreneurs, which is not possible by the assumption. Thus,
the �rst best outcome cannot be achieved by individual savings.
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For entrepreneurs without investment opportunity

cst + qtn
s
t+1 + ptm

s
t+1 = rtn

s
t + qt (1− δ)nst + pt

(
ms
t + M̃t

)
,

where the consumption can be solved as

cst = (1− β)
{
rtn

s
t + qt (1− δ)nst + pt

(
ms
t + M̃t

)}
. (6)

Meanwhile, these entrepreneurs choose the portfolio of money and equity. A typical non-

investing entrepreneur will be indi�erent between money and equity. Therefore, from �rst

order condition,

u′ (cst) = βEt

[
pt+1

pt

[
(1− π)u′

(
csst+1

)
+ πu′

(
csit+1

)]]
= β (1− π)Et

[
rt+1 + (1− δ) qt+1

qt
u′
(
csst+1

)]
+

βπEt

[
rt+1 + (1− δ)φt+1qt+1 + (1− δ) (1− φt+1) q

R
t+1

qt
u′
(
csit+1

)]
. (7)

where Et denotes the conditional expectation at date t, and csit+1 and c
ss
t+1 measures the date

t non-investing entrepreneur's consumption at date t+1 for having or not having investment

opportunity respectively (before government transfers and subsidies).

We can do aggregation in the economy easily due to the linearity in equity and liquid

assets in these equations. Before aggregation, it is appropriate now to introduce another

government instrument, the purchasing and selling of private equity.

More recently, the central banks have implemented a new set of policies in which they

buy private equity with partial liquidity, such as mortgage backed securities. We consider,
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therefore, how open market operations should be used in such context. The coined term

"unconventional" for open market operation is due to the fact that the asset that the FED

is holding has partial resaleability. Furthermore, it pumps the liquid asset in the economy,

which could be thought as money or T-Bills, to inject liquidity in the system. There are

possibly indirect instruments for targeted purchases, but we will discuss the direct one for

simplicity and also since it was what the Fed had actually done the most. We, therefore,

introduce another instrument, which is N g
t denoting the equity that can be purchased from

private sector, as a "quantity" choice variable of the social planner. When the economy is

endowed with Kt − N g
t and Mt at period t, then π (Kt −N g

t ) capital and πMt money is in

the hands of investing entrepreneurs.

Aggregate investment It can be derived from (5):

(1− θqt) It = [rt + qtφt (1− δ)] π (Kt −N g
t ) + ptπ

(
Mt + M̃t

)
− Ci

t . (8)

Goods market clearing gives (subtract labor income and labor consumption on both sides)

rtKt = Ct + It +Gt, (9)

where Gt is government consumption and Ct is total consumption. Total consumption is

de�ned as

Ct = Ci
t + Cs

t (10)

where consumptions of investing and saving entrepreneurs are

Cit = (1− β) {rtπ (Kt −Ng
t ) +

[
φtqt + (1− φt) qRt

]
(1− δ)π (Kt −Ng

t ) + ptπ
(
Mt + M̃t

)
}(11)

Cst = (1− β)
[
rt (1− π) (Kt −Ng

t ) + qt (1− δ) (1− π) (Kt −Ng
t ) + pt (1− π)

(
Mt + M̃t

)]
.(12)
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Then we should have an aggregate portfolio choice equation. De�ne the equity held by

entrepreneurs without investment opportunities at the end of period t as N s
t+1, where

N s
t+1 = θIt + [φtπ (1− δ) + (1− π) (1− δ)]Kt.

Notice that in (7), the aggregate version of csst+1 and c
si
t+1 is

Css
t+1 = (1− π)

[
(1− β) (rt+1 + (1− δ) qt+1)N

s
t+1 + pt+1

(
Mt + M̃t

)]
Css
t+1 = π

[(
rt+1 + φt+1 (1− δ) qt+1 + (1− φt+1) (1− δ) qRt+1

)
N s
t+1 + pt+1

(
Mt + M̃t

)]

from which one can rewrite (7) as

(1− π)Et

 (rt+1 + (1− δ) qt+1) /qt − pt+1/pt

(rt+1 + (1− δ) qt+1)N s
t+1 + pt+1

(
Mt + M̃t

)
 (13)

= πEt

 pt+1/pt −
[
rt+1 + φt+1 (1− δ) qt+1 + (1− φt+1) (1− δ) qRt+1

]
/qt[

rt+1 + φt+1 (1− δ) qt+1 + (1− φt+1) (1− δ) qRt+1

]
N s
t+1 + pt+1

(
Mt + M̃t

)
 .

When we have open market operations, we can think of the government using the money sup-

ply and return from previous equity to buy extra holding of private equity N g
t+1−(1− δ)N g

t ,

which translates into private sector's holding of equity of Kt − N g
t at each date t. To back

out the money spent on open market operations, the government expenditure now has to

satisfy:

Gt + qt
[
N g
t+1 − (1− δ)N g

t

]
+ ψ

(
N g
t+1

)
= rtN

g
t + ptM̄t (14)

In future analysis, we tie our hand by setting Gt = 0 to abstract from �scal part. We
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view that the marginal cost will be small once government step in to buy equity, while the

marginal cost will be very high when the government holds very few or zero private equity,

but the speci�cs of the function is discussed when presenting the parameters. Finally, the

capital evolution is

Kt+1 −Nt+1 = (1− δ) (Kt −Nt) + It (15)

Therefore, we have the following recursive equilibrium de�nition:

De�nition. A recursive competitive equilibrium is de�ned as functions zt, φt, Ct, It, qt, pt, rt,

Kt+1, N
g
t+1 of (zt−1, φt−1, Kt, N

g
t ) that satis�es (8), (10), (10), (11), (12), (13), (14), and (15),

given stochastic processes of (zt, φt) and given a sequence of money supply rule{M̃t, M̄t}∞0 .

Notice that the de�nition of equilibrium already imposes capital market clearing and

money market clearing through investment and portfolio balancing equation.

III The Optimal Monetary Policy Problem

The approach to reach the optimal policy is in the same spirit of the public �nance literature

(see Chari and Kehoe (1999) for a survey) on obtaining an �implementability condition�, the

so-called primal approach. After constructing the equilibrium conditions of a decentralized

market, we solve out prices to depend only on allocations. The problem then becomes of

a social planner choosing allocations under two constraints: one that de�nes a competitive

equilibrium and the other that de�nes resources constraint.

To do so, we �rst describe how one can obtain an implementability condition with con-

ventional and unconventional policies. Then we show that the conventional policy is actually

a particular case of an unconventional setup.
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A Unconventional and Conventional Policy Together

A.1 Implementability Condition

Let St = Kt − N g
t be the holding of equity in the private sector. One can solve qt from

equations (8) and (11),

β

1− β
Ci
t = (1− θqt)

[
It +

(1− δ) (1− φt)
1− θ

πSt

]
(16)

Note that 1
1−βC

i
t is the net-worth of the investing agents, so

β
1−βC

i
t is the value of their equity

holding (including inside and outside equity). On the left-hand side of equation (16), we have

the total equity holding, on the right hand side we sum all the parts that constitute the equity

holding: for It investment, θqtIt should be subtracted and, out of πSt initial equity holding,

the investing agents have (1− δ) (1− φt) 1−θqt
1−θ πSt after depreciation and equity selling (note

that the market value for those that cannot be sold is 1−θqt
1−θ ). Therefore,

qt =
1− dt
θ

and qRt =
dt

1− θ
,

where dt =
β

1−βC
i
t

St+1−(1−δ)St+ (1−δ)(1−φt)
1−θ πSt

. One can interpret dt as the down-payment rate. (
β

1−βC
i
t

is the amount that investors save, while St+1 − (1− δ)St + (1−δ)(1−φt)
1−θ πSt is the capital that

will be used in production). Hence, the price of capital can be interpreted as one minus

down-payment rate over the fraction of the investment (θ) that can be initially issued. To

solve pt, again from equation (11), one can express the price of money ptas

pt =
1

π
(
Mt + M̃t

) { Ci
t

1− β
− rtπSt −

[
(1− dt)

θ
φt +

dt
1− θ

(1− φt)
]

(1− δ) πSt
}
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Then plug pt and qt into equation (12) and it yields:

Cs
t

(1− β) (1− π)
− Ci

t

(1− β) π
= (1− φt)

(1− θ)− dt
θ (1− θ)

(1− δ)St (17)

To interpret the implementability condition, recall that
Cst
1−β is the net worth of the saving

agents and
Cit
1−β is the net worth of the investing agents, so the left hand side is the net

worth di�erence of saving agents and investing agents normalized by the populations. Such

di�erence is determined by the resaleability friction of the equity held after depreciation.

This di�erence occurs since the shadow price for saving agents is qt = 1−dt
θ

while for investing

agents is qRt = dt
1−θ . Hence the implementability condition states that the net-worth di�erence

of two types of agents comes exactly from the price di�erence on non-resalable capital due

to �nancing friction.

In a nutshell, the implementability condition summarizes the frictions. If we relax the

�nancing friction, qt = qRt , there will be no net-worth di�erence. If we relax the resaleability

(φ = 1), the net worth di�erence will also be equal to zero, as one would expect in a usual

business cycle model.

A.2 Set Up Ramsey Problem

Now, suppose one wants to assign equal welfare weight to each agent in the economy. The

constrained planner's problem is then given by:

Problem 1.

max
Cit ,C

s
t ,St+1,N

g
t+1

E0

∞∑
t=0

βt

 π log
(
Cit
π

)
+ (1− π) log

(
Cst
1−π

)
+L log

[
(1− α)At

(
St+N

g
t

L

)α
/L
]
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subject to:

Cs
t

(1− β) (1− π)
− Ci

t

(1− β) π
= (1− φt)

(1− θ)− dt
θ (1− θ)

(1− δ)St

Ci
t + Cs

t +
(
St+1 +N g

t+1

)
+ ψ

(
N g
t+1

)
= rtKt + (1− δ) (St +N g

t )

where dt =
β

1−βC
i
t

(Kt+1−Ng
t+1)−(1−δ)(Kt−N

g
t )+

(1−δ)(1−φt)
1−θ π(Kt−Ng

t )
.

Consumption can be solved as a function of St, St+1, N
g
t and N g

t+1, with detailed calcu-

lation in the appendix. Not surprisingly we have two instruments, which give rise to two

�rst order conditions and two state variables, one on private equity holding and another on

government equity holdings:

(
π

Ci
t

∂Ci
t

∂St+1

+ βEt
π

Ci
t+1

∂Ci
t+1

∂St+1

)
+

(
(1− π)

Cs
t

∂Cs
t

∂St+1

+ βEt
(1− π)

Cs
t+1

∂Cs
t+1

∂St+1

)
+ β

αL

St+1

= 0 (18)(
π

Ci
t

∂Ci
t

∂N g
t+1

+ βEt
π

Ci
t+1

∂Ci
t+1

∂N g
t+1

)
+

(
(1− π)

Cs
t

∂Cs
t

∂N g
t+1

+ βEt
(1− π)

Cs
t+1

∂Cs
t+1

∂N g
t+1

)
+ β

αL

N g
t+1

= 0 (19)

We assume the cost function for government holding private equity is a concave function

(ψ′ (.) > 0, ψ′′ (.) < 0) and satisfy that ψ (0) = 0, ψ′ (0) = 0. For small shocks, the deviations

from zero open market operation should be small since it is very costly to hold private equity;

For large shocks, it becomes necessary for the government to purchase signi�cant amount of

private equity, known as unconventional monetary policy to stabilize asset price and enhance

liquidity.

A full characterization of each term, as well as some further algebra that simpli�es the

interpretation of the results, is relegated to the appendix. Finally, the second order condition

is checked numerically to ensure a maximum.
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B Conventional Policies Only

In this section, we restrict attention to the problem when N g
t = 0, so that the central bank

can only change rates of return on money, whether by a helicopter drop of money or changing

interest rates paid on reserves.

Recall that the competitive equilibrium is de�ned by equations (8)-(15) and the additional

constraint that N g
t = 0. Then we can solve pt and qt from equations (8) and (11) as we did

before. By plugging the prices back, with the additional constraint that the government does

not buy illiquid assets, the implementability becomes:

Cs
t

(1− β) (1− π)
− Ci

t

(1− β) π
= (1− φt)

(1− θ)− dt
θ (1− θ)

(1− δ)Kt (20)

The interpretation is very similar. But now since all asset is privately claimed, we do

not need to distinguish between privately and publicly claimed assets. In what regards to

the structure of the Ramsey problem, we only have one �rst order condition, since we have

constrained to one instrument.

C The Equivalence and Dominance Result

From the implementability conditions, one can see that conventional policy is a subset of

all the allocations that can be attained through unconventional policies. Therefore, we have

the following equivalence result.

Proposition. Suppose the government has both conventional and unconventional instru-

ments. The optimal allocation is the same as having only the unconventional instrument.

Proof. M̃t does not show up and setting M̃t = 0 will not a�ect the optimal St+1and, if one

has unconventional policies to use.
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Corollary. Unconventional monetary policies dominate conventional ones.

To understand the proposition and corollary, one should recall the central friction in this

economy: equity resale friction. Intuitively, the imperfection on the selling equity reduces

the rate of return on equity and induces a pecuniary externality, since agents do not take into

account their own e�ect on holding the liquid asset. Furthermore, agents tend to hold liquid

assets which are intrinsically valueless. Both unconventional and conventional policy are

intended to correct this externality. However, unconventional policy is more accurate since

it targets directly at the illiquid asset and the dominance result becomes straightforward.

IV Quantitative Examination of Optimal Policy

In this section, we highlight how important is optimal policy through a series of numerical

exercises. Our benchmark is a competitive economy with no policy intervention (constant

money supply). We discuss steady-state values as well as impulse response functions under no

policy, policy with only conventional instruments and with unconventional instruments. The

experiment exercise is to demonstrate how should the optimal policy react both qualitatively

and quantitatively (or if it should react at all).

A Parameters

Some of the parameters used are standard in the literature such as depreciation rate, capital

share in production and discount factor, while more elaboration should be given to π, φ, θ

and L. π = 6% of the entrepreneurs have investment opportunity each quarter, which is the

number to match investment spikes observed from U.S. manufacturing plants (See Doms and

Dunne (1998), Cooper, Haltiwanger, and Power (1999) and Negro, Eggertsson, Ferrero, and
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Table II: Parameters for Quantitative Exercises

α β δ θ φ̄ L µ a π
Capital Discount Depreciation Issuance Resale Labor Cost Cost Inv
Share Factor Rate Friction Friction Population param 1 param 2 Prob.
0.33 0.99 0.025 0.19 0.19 6 0.005 1.11872 0.06

Kiyotaki (2011)). For the �nancial frictions, previous work by Negro, Eggertsson, Ferrero,

and Kiyotaki (2011) has assumed the mean values for θ and φ to be 19%, matching total

treasury bills outstanding to total assets. We perform another exercise, looking at the ratio

of liquid assets to total assets in the economy in the stable period (1991Q1 to 2007Q4) and

we con�rm these results. Later we will vary φ to check robustness, which directly measures

the resale friction.

Finally, L should show the ratio of workers to entrepreneurs in the economy. The main

di�erence between workers and entrepreneurs is the access to equity markets to fund the

investment opportunity. Therefore, we calibrate this value to be in line with the participation

rate of households from SCF in 2009 that we see in the equities market (19%), a number

in line with previous studies from Mankiw and Zeldes (1991) and Heaton and Lucas (1999).

Such number translates into L = 6.

When using unconventional monetary policy, the cost for the government of buying pri-

vate equities is assumed to be

ψ
(
N g
t+1

)
= µ

[
log

(
1 +N g

t+1

)
a

]2

Since we look for a cost on holding assets, and not on the changes of purchase, we consider

a function well de�ned in the positive side (log). Therefore, our task is to �nd µ and a such

that the steady state private holding of equity is the same as in the conventional policy. This
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requirement leads to the above policy13, together with previous parameters, is summarized

in Table II.

Finally, for the evolution of exogenous state variables zt and φt , we follow the literature

on assuming the productivity an AR(1) process and also take the resaleability as an AR(1).

We estimate the two processes to be:

zt = 0.9225zt−1 + εzt

φt − φ̄ = 0.895
(
φt−1 − φ̄

)
+ εφt

where εzt are i.i.d zero mean normal random variable with standard deviation 0.0134, εφt are

i.i.d zero mean random variable with standard deviation 0.0052 and corr
(
εzt , ε

φ
t

)
= 0.495.

The productivity random process is the standard Solow residual process and is taken from

estimation of Thomas (2002), in line with previous studies. The AR(1) coe�cient of φt

process and its residual come from estimating the model with observed rate of return on

liquidly assets. Namely, we could think of not assuming that the government has already

taken the optimal policy, and we use the actual rate of return on liquid assets when estimating

it. We estimate the process of φt using observed policy among other direct aggregate variables

(investment, liquidity assets value and total asset value) through Bayesian estimates that

are detailed in the appendix.

B Steady State

We discuss the steady state in three scenarios: no policy, optimal conventional policy and

optimal unconventional policy.

13The choice of using this log-function instead of the most common quadratic cost was just to ensure
computational tractability to avoid negative values
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In Table III, we normalize all the variables to be deviations from the no-policy case. The

table allows us to not only evaluate the gains from optimal policy, but also to compare how

better is unconventional compared to conventional, since we have already showed that the

former dominates the latter.

Table III: Steady State Value
Normalizing the quantities in the economy with no policy as 1 and comparing the increase or decrease of each variables. Ci

: consumption of investing agents. Cs: consumption of saving agents. CL: consumption of workers. I: investment. Ng/S:
ratio of government held equity over private held. K: capital. Asset price: q. Total money value: Mp. liquidity ratio: the
ratio of liquid assets value over total assets. Finally, equivalent consumption gain is how much each agent would increase its
consumption permanently by changing to the respective policy

Conventional

Policy

Unconventional

Policy

Annual Interest Rate +3.527% +3.444%
Total Output +0.917% +0.917%

Ci +5.416% +5.318%
Cs -3.395% -3.395%
CL +0.909% +0.909%
I +2.797% 2.803%

Ng/S 0 1%
K +2.797% +2.803%

Asset Price -9.249% -9.056%
Total Money value +35.642% +35.22%
Liquidity Ratio +40.719% +40.146%

Equivalent Consumption Gains +0.359% +0.361%

Firstly, optimal monetary policy plays a role in the steady-state, by changing the rate of

return on liquid asset, as one can see in the annualized interest rate, about 3.5% annually.

The intuition is that saving entrepreneurs save too much in the liquid asset and use the

return to �nance investment. However, they create an externality on others because they

reduce the return from liquid assets, inducing the others to save even more to �nance future

investment. A way to overcome this is by reducing the supply of the liquid asset, which

increases the rate of return and it leans against the pecuniary externality. By increasing the
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rate of return on the liquid asset, entrepreneurs will enjoy better return from that for future

new investment, as seen by about 35.5% increase in liquid assets value.

The second distinguished feature is the capital stock held in equilibrium. As one would

expect, investing agents are constrained due to the �nancial friction, but due to redistribution

policy, the capital stock increases by about 3% and is closer to the �rst best. Therefore, the

asset price q, which implicitly measures the degree of �nancing and resaleability constraint,

is closer to 1, the �rst best outcome in which either �nancing friction or resaleability friction

is eliminated. Thus, even though it is still constrained, the shadow value of relaxing the

constraint decreases after policy intervention, leading to a higher capital and therefore a

higher welfare.

The welfare gains computed suggest that the bene�ts from having an optimal monetary

policy in such environment are equivalent to increasing the consumption of each agent,

permanently, by .36%, a sizable number since it is a permanent change in the economy.

A �nal comparison is on unconventional and conventional policy outcome. The quantities

and prices are very similar to what conventional policy can achieve. Interest rate need not

be that high since the constrained planner has another instrument to achieve the desired

allocation.

C Simulations

Now, we examine how monetary policy responds to shocks, through impulse response func-

tions. We consider four cases: a pure productivity shock, a pure liquidity shock, a combina-

tion of a productivity and a liquidity shock and a combination of productivity with expected

future liquidity shock. Our focus is mainly on comparing optimal policy (both conventional

and unconventional policy) with a constant liquid assets supply, which we label as no-policy.
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In doing that, we log-linearized the model to solve the rational expectation system14.

C.1 Active Conventional Monetary Policy and No Policy

• Pure Productivity Shock

The �rst shock that we consider is a pure productivity shock (Figure 2). The shock that we

investigate is a negative one standard-deviation shock to productivity.

Without policy, such shock drives the price of the equity and money down under a con-

stant money supply policy because there are less resources for agents to save. To emphasize

the price level change, the initial triggering of a pure adverse productivity shock leads to

slightly higher interest rate and thus slightly lower price of liquid assets in recession. There-

fore, pure productivity shock is at odd with data.

With policy intervention, however, when one considers a helicopter drop (drain) type of

policy, the equity price drops while the return becomes very high after the shock. To achieve

this, we see a positive rate of return on liquid assets that is even higher than the interest rate

under no policy. The gains from having a conventional policy can be seen in the consumption

of savers and investors, even though the total consumption is less a�ected because workers

don't have their consumption much a�ected. Overall, aggregate consumption, investment

and output do not change signi�cantly under conventional policy and no policy, when only

productivity shocks hit. Importantly, the steady state level is still higher under conventional

policy. Given that the response in percentage term is similar, the conventional policy still

gives a better allocation of resources.

14Detailed computation can be found in the Matlab code available in the authors' website
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Figure 2: No Policy and Conventional Policy: A shock only One standard deviation shock to
φ with correlated shock to lnA. Money growth rate path is just its own path, interest rate shows the basis point change from
steady state, other variables are percentage deviation from steady state levels.

• Pure Liquidity Shocks

Now we consider a pure adverse liquidity shock (Figure 3). We consider, once more, an auto-

regressive shock with a one standard deviation shock of 0.0052 obtained from a Bayesian

estimation of the model during the "great moderation", so it can be thought as a small shock

during regular periods.

As documented in Kiyotaki and Moore (2011), liquidity shocks usually lead to a �ight

to liquidity as seen in the �gure with a lower rate of return on liquid assets. Money price

increases so that there is de�ation pressure. However, at the same time, the illiquid asset

supply drop drastically so that real asset price actually increases even though the nominal

price decreases.15.Therefore, asset prices (qt, pt) increase and lead to higher wealth, which

15The nominal asset price is lower after pure liquidity shocks, since money's real price (in terms of con-
sumption goods) increases more than real asset price initially due to �ight to liquidity. We do not plot
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will yield initial higher individual consumption, but lower investment (given that output will

be initially the same, investment has to drop). Overall, pure liquidity shock is at odds with

the data too.
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Figure 3: No Policy and Conventional Policy: φ shock only One standard deviation shock to
φ with correlated shock to lnA. Money growth rate path is just its own path, interest rate shows the basis point change from
steady state, other variables are percentage deviation from steady state levels.

Under optimal policy, there is an apparent trade-o� between present and future as we

can see from the aggregate consumption graph. Aggregate consumption rarely �uctuates.

Not surprisingly, the aggregate investment and output are stable as well. This outcome

is achieved by changing the liquidity asset return and then changing the consumption gap

between saving and investing entrepreneurs. Note that, the larger increase in total investing

entrepreneurs' consumption is a manifestation of more consumption smoothing.

• Productivity and Liquidity Shocks

money's real price, since we focus on the return from liquid assets instead of the price.
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From the last two experiments, we saw that pure productivity or pure liquidity shock misses

some important stylized facts observed in recession in the data, no matter whether there is

optimal policy or not (mainly consumption path, rate of return on liquid assets and asset

resale price). We overcome the odd behavior by considering a liquidity shock accompanied

by a productivity shock and estimate its variance-covariance matrix from data (Figure 4).

The shock we investigate is a liquidity shock accompanied by a simultaneous TFP as de-

scribed before. The correlation between them is also obtained from Bayesian estimates and

it comes to be relatively big: 0.49. The economic reason behind such experiment could be,

for instance, that �nancing frictions lead to mis-allocation and reduce TFP, but we do not

model it endogenously. Moreover, with such shock we span another possibility which is a

liquidity shock that does not translate into an asset price movement in a world without

policy.

Without the optimal policy, the adverse φ shock will reduce the demand on equity because

of liquidity run, but not enough to reduce the asset price. Two forces roughly cancel out each

other on this exercise: on one hand, the portfolio rebalancing to liquid assets; on the other,

as productivity is auto-regressive, the economy becomes more unproductive today and in

the future too, overcoming more consumption and less investment today from the liquidity

run discussed before. As a result, investment will decrease drastically, while consumption

should also fall because it is accompanied by a TFP loss that reduces the available resources.

All these features are in line with stylized facts observed in usual recessions, particularly the

portfolio rebalancing in recent years.
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Figure 4: No Policy and Conventional Policy:φ shock and A shock One standard deviation
shock to φ with correlated shock to lnA. Money growth rate path is just its own path, interest rate shows the basis point
change from steady state, other variables are percentage deviation from steady state levels.

With optimal policy, investment drops, but less than without an optimal policy to coun-

terbalance such e�ect. Again, the central bank is redistributing wealth through the payment

of liquid assets, which helps on consumption smoothing (from the gap between saving and

investing entrepreneurs consumptions).

Not surprisingly, optimal policy achieves a more stable result through redistributing

resources. This can be seen from the welfare improvement, which shows that the welfare

increases after a shock. Note, however, that since we are comparing to the steady-state, the

optimal policy was already better than the constant money supply case and it becomes even

better.

• Expected Future Liquidity Shocks and Productivity Shocks
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The previous shocks lead to policy response, but without too much impact on stabilizing

macroeconomic real variables. We consider expected future liquidity shock, say 4 quarters

later, and current productivity jump and examine how much the policy could achieve (Figure

5).
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Figure 5: No Policy and Conventional Policy: future φ shock and A shock One
standard deviation shock to φ with correlated shock to lnA. Money growth rate path is just its own path, interest rate shows
the basis point change from steady state, other variables are percentage deviation from steady state levels.

Such experiment is intended to partially capture the fall of Lehman Brothers in 2008Q3.

The fall did not immediately stop all the business. In fact, many previous Lehman related

business still ran into 2009. However, the fall may have triggered the expectation that in

the near future many assets would be very illiquid, which is captured by a 4 quarters later

liquidity shock. At the same time, funding froze from the banking sector, limiting e�cient

production, reducing total factor productivity in the economy, which is seen in the data

computed by most policy paper.
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The purpose of this exercise is twofold. First, to discuss under which conditions is policy

more relevant, and secondly to discuss a liquidity based shock in which the asset price

actually goes down. We still take the same structure discussed before, but with shock on

current liquidity known 4 quarters before.

Without policy intervention, the macroeconomic variables are very unstable. For example

aggregate consumption decreases by 0.7% initially, then increases a lot, decreases back to a

level that is lower than the steady state and stay there persistently. The reason for that can

been seen from investment, which decreases initially because of low productivity, slightly

increases afterward due to less consumption and then incur a big jump because of expected

liquidity shock. Persistent low investment thus leads to persistent future low consumption.

Not surprisingly, output is persistently lower.

The role of the government policy is remarkable. Interest is kept almost constant until

date three, when the rate reduces greatly so that there is a negative interest rate on holding

liquid assets at date 3. By increasing money growth in 25% at date 3, it helps on keeping

liquid asset accumulation low and a larger room for policy to increase the rate of return from

date 4 to date 5. When the real shock hits on date 4, the liquid asset return was maintained

high by the central bank which helps on smoothing funds transfer. This experiment demon-

strate signi�cantly that monetary policy should move fast in responding to market price and

return �uctuation.

C.2 Unconventional Policy and Conventional Policy

Now we follow the same structure of the previous version where we have discussed produc-

tivity, liquidity and joint productivity-liquidity shocks. The di�erence, henceforth, is that

we want to compare the gains from using unconventional policies vs. conventional ones. We
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have already established that conventional policies lead to a non-negligible increase in welfare

compared to a constant money supply case under steady-state. Moreover, we have theoret-

ically established that unconventional policies are weakly better than conventional ones. A

further question that one may ask is: why should we bother understanding conventional

instruments if we know that unconventional ones dominate them?
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Figure 6: Unconventional versus Conventional 1 standard deviation shock to future φwith correlated
shock to lnA. Money growth rate path is the level path, interest rate shows the basis point change from steady state, other
variables are percentage deviation from steady state.

The answer can be depicted from comparing conventional and unconventional policy in

the �Expected Future Liquidity Shocks and Productivity Shocks� experiment (Figure 6): the

optimal path under both policies is roughly the same, being robust to any shock. However,

we have assumed that helicopter drain is feasible, which may well not be when truly im-

plementing it. If helicopter drain is not possible, unconventional policies may help attain

the desired allocations we have before. Conventional and unconventional policy under other
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experiments are almost exactly the same (including interest rates) and we will not show

them here due to space restriction.

Allowing for a new instrument leads to an interest rate increase of about 3%, a much

bigger number than the 0.05% that we had under conventional policies. However, such

di�erence leads roughly to the same allocation. There is no signi�cant di�erence on the path

of the variables using unconventional or conventional policies.

Even though the path is indistinguishable, the levels under unconventional policy are

higher, since we are comparing to a higher steady state. The results for the liquidity shock

case only and simultaneous shocks also give indistinguishable paths between conventional

and unconventional policies.

Finally, two comments are worth mentioning. First of all, such results do not depend on

the cost function used. The intuition behind it is that the unconventional policy, if possible,

almost completely reduces the pecuniary externality by changing the rate of return on liquid

assets and illiquid equity. The unconventional policy leaves very few room for improvement.

For roughly any concave function tested, our results persist. The changes are even smaller if

we use convex cost function since marginal cost becomes higher after purchase. Besides that,

these results should not be seen as a case against unconventional policies. On the contrary,

even though unconventional policies cannot change the paths of variables, they do change

the steady state from which we are comparing to. Therefore, the welfare remains higher

during all periods after the shock in an unconventional policy. Besides that if, for instance,

helicopter drain policies are not implementable, unconventional policies can substitute them.
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C.3 Liquidity Ratio in the Data and the Model

As can be seen in all the exercises, liquidity ratio �uctuates more under active policies. The

key reason is that monetary policies enable the liquid assets to be more valuable and to

lubricate funds transfer for investment. Without policy, individuals generate a larger degree

of externality and thus make the value of liquid assets very low. Importantly, they have

a rigid demand on liquid assets in all experiments, since the other assets give unfavorable

return due to illiquidity. Illiquidity shows as lower asset prices in the productivity shocks, or

as higher fractions of non-resalable asset in liquidity shocks. Therefore, agents in our model

do have large rebalancing to liquid assets as in the data. Given the e�ective low interest

rate policy, optimal policy nevertheless suggests that liquidity ratio probably should be even

higher so that rebalancing to liquid assets does not hurt its ability to transfer funds.

D Robustness

We compute the steady-state level of capital for di�erent parametrization to draw compar-

ative statics16. Importantly, since one can draw a relationship between capital and the rate

of return on liquid assets, one can evaluate the relationship between the �nancial frictions

and the return of liquid assets in the steady-state. The optimal rate of return on the liquid

asset should be decreasing in steady state φ.

Relaxing steady state φ from .14 to .25, for instance, the optimal rate of return on the

liquid asset would jump from around annual 6% to almost 0% (Figure 7) 17. A thorough look

at how endogenous variables change as one tighten or loosen liquidity friction is in Table IV.

16Such results can be derived from the equations, but we present the results numerically for ease of
interpretation.

17For numbers of φ higher than this, the assumption that ensures that the constraints are binding is not
satis�ed.
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Figure 7: Steady State Comparison

Compared to no policy, total capital stock under optimal policy increases less as the

friction relaxes. Not surprisingly, the targeted optimal interest rate under policy is smaller,

the higher is φ (smaller �nancial friction). Hence, the gains from having optimal policy are

reduced as the �nancial friction is relaxed. Moreover, the competitive equilibrium allocations

under optimal policy and no policy become similar as one relaxes the frictions, a result that

is expected, since there would be no role for optimal policy if there was no friction18.

V Conclusion

We study a tractable model of optimal monetary policy instruments dealing with �nancial

frictions, namely equity issuance and resale frictions. We provide an implementability con-

dition that summarizes all the restrictions of a competitive equilibrium allocation in this

model, allowing us to derive the social optimal allocation. By doing so, we avoid the usual

ambiguous welfare ranking problem in the optimal monetary policy literature.

18Due to space restriction, we do not show the impulse response functions for di�erent parameters, but
the qualitative results discussed previously are the same, and the policy conclusions remain.
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Table IV: Robustness

φ = .18 φ = .19 φ = .20
Conventional

Policy

Unconv.

Policy

Conventional

Policy

Unconv.

Policy

Conventional

Policy

Unconv.

Policy

Annual Int. Rate +4.02% +4.06% +3.527% +3.444% +3.00% +2.95%

Total Output +1.038% 1.043% +0.917% 0.917% +0.784% 0.790%

Ci +6.148% +6.052% +5.416% +5.318% +4.667% +4.579%

Cs -3.837% -3.837% -3.395% -3.395% -2.949% -2.949%

CL +1.047% +1.047% +0.909% +0.909% +0.789% +0.789%

I +3.197% 3.197% +2.797% 2.803% +2.407% 2.803%

K +3.197% +3.197% +2.797% +2.803% +2.407% +2.407%

Asset Price -10.411% -10.217% -9.249% -9.056% -8.061% -7.868%

Total Money value +35.070% +34.706% +35.642% +35.22% +36.065% +35.578%

Liquidity Ratio +40.800% +40.273% +40.719% +40.146% +40.465% +39.822%

Equivalent Permanent Consumption +0.418% +0.420% +0.359% +0.361% +0.308% +0.309%

Both optimal conventional and unconventional monetary policy should target at paying

interest rate on liquid assets. Due to the pecuniary externality arising from the liquidity

constraint, liquid assets return will be too low and there will always be room for policy to

improve welfare. In the steady-state, permanent aggregate consumption increases by almost

0.4% under optimal policy than that under no policy. Moreover, when hit by an adverse

liquidity shock, such di�erence increases even more. Finally, we showed that unconven-

tional policies dominate conventional counterparts. But quantitatively, the di�erence that

it generates on macroeconomic real variables are very small.

Note that we do not assume sticky price but the pecuniary externality on holding liquid

assets still need policy intervention. Monetary policy, therefore, acts like a redistribution

device transferring resources from non-liquid assets holders to liquid assets ones. Whenever

the economy runs into liquidity problem, �rms or banks will typically hold excess liquid

assets, usually more than they should. A usual policy by lowering interest rate should
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be reconsidered. Agents will have a rigid demand on liquid assets if other assets market

persistently incur resale (liquidity) problems. In that sense, lowering the interest rate only

hurts the ability for �nancing future investment, since it exacerbates the incentive to hold

even more liquid assets in a world where they are the only favorable saving choices.

One drawback and potential future work is how the monetary policy will change illiquid

asset market resaleability endogenously (how φ changes endogenously by monetary policies).

We viewed it as an exogenous �uctuation but it could certainly depend on market expectation

and asset quality. This possibility is left for future work.
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Appendix

A Ramsey Problem

From the implementability condition and resources constraint, one can express aggregate
investing and saving entrepreneurs' consumption as

Cit = π{rtKt −Kt+1 + (1− δ)Kt −Gt − ψ
(
Ng
t+1

)
− (1− π) (1− β) (1− φt)

(
(1− θ)− dt
θ (1− θ)

)
(1− δ) (Kt −Ng

t )}

Cst = (1− π) {rtKt −Kt+1 + (1− δ)Kt −Gt − ψ
(
Ng
t+1

)
+π (1− β) (1− φt)

(
(1− θ)− dt
θ (1− θ)

)
(1− δ) (Kt −Ng

t )}

Noticing that one can plug in dt and express Ci
t and C

s
t only in terms of St, N

g
t , St+1and

N g
t+1:

Cit =
π

1−Bt
{rt (St +Ng

t )−
(
St+1 +Ng

t+1

)
+ (1− δ) (St +Ng

t )−Gt − ψ
(
Ng
t+1

)
− (1− π) (1− β) (1− φt) (1− δ)St/θ} (21)

Cst = rt (St +Ng
t )−

(
St+1 +Ng

t+1

)
+ (1− δ) (St +Ng

t ) −Gt − ψ
(
Ng
t+1

)
− Cit , (22)

where Bt = βπ (1− π)St/
{
θ
[

1−θ
(1−φ)

[
St+1

(1−δ) − St
]

+ πSt

]}
. Therefore, one can rewrite the

Ramsey problem as

Problem 2.

max
St+1,N

g
t+1

E0


∞∑
t=0

βt

 π log
(
Cit
π

)
+(1− π) log

(
Cst
1−π

)
+ L log

(
(1− α)At

(
St+N

g
t

L

)α
/L
) 

subject to (21) and (22).

We now have two instruments, which give rise to two �rst order necessary conditions
(FONCs), one on private equity holding and another on government equity holdings:

[St+1] :

(
π

Cit

∂Cit
∂St+1

+ βEt
π

Cit+1

∂Cit+1

∂St+1

)
+

(
(1− π)
Cst

∂Cst
∂St+1

+ βEt
(1− π)
Cst+1

∂Cst+1

∂St+1

)
+ β

αL

St+1
= 0

[
Ng
t+1

]
:

(
π

Cit

∂Cit
∂Ng

t+1

+ βEt
π

Cit+1

∂Cit+1

∂Ng
t+1

)
+

(
(1− π)
Cst

∂Cst
∂Ng

t+1

+ βEt
(1− π)
Cst+1

∂Cst+1

∂Ng
t+1

)
+ β

αL

Ng
t+1

= 0
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We derive the expression for each term in the FONC for St+1, while leaving the FONC for
Nt+1 since it is very similar and even simpler.

π

Cit

∂Cit
∂St+1

= − π2

(1−Bt)Cit
− θ (1− θ)B2

t

β (1− π) (1− φ) (1− δ) (1−Bt)St
(1− π)
Cst

∂Cst
∂St+1

=
π (1− π)

(1−Bt)Cst
+

(1− π) θ (1− θ)B2
t

βπ (1− φ) (1− δ) (1−Bt)St
Cit
Cst
− (1− π)

Cst
.

βEt
π

Cit+1

∂Cit+1

∂St+1
= βEt{

π2 [αrt+1 + (1− δ)− (1− π) (1− β) (1− φt) (1− δ) /θ]
Cit+1 (1−Bt+1)

+
π

(1−Bt+1)

Bt+1

St+1

[
1− Bt+1

βπ (1− π)

[
θπ − θ (1− θ)

1− φt

]]
}

βEt
(1− π)
Cst+1

∂Cst+1

∂St+1
= βEt

(1− π)
Cst+1

[αrt+1 + (1− δ)]

− βEt{
π (1− π) [αrt+1 + (1− δ)− (1− π) (1− β) (1− φt) (1− δ) /θ]

Cst+1 (1−Bt+1)

+
1− π

(1−Bt+1)

Bt+1

St+1

[
1− Bt+1

βπ (1− π)

[
θπ − θ (1− θ)

1− φt

]]
Cit+1

Cst+1

.

If the planner cannot purchase equity, the equivalent problem is by setting Nt+1 = 0 and
St+1 = Kt+1 at all t. In computing the optimal policy, simply by replacing St+1 = Kt+1 and
ignoring the FONC for Nt+1

We do not derive the second order conditions for the Ramsey problems (one and two
instruments), since the algebra becomes too tedious. Instead, we check all our calculations
numerically by ensure that the FONCs give the welfare maximized solution.

B Prices and Policy Instruments

One can simply back out prices including asset price, return on liquid assets and policy
instrument from quantity variables. Here, we just explain how prices can be backed out in
the steady-state. The steady state version of the portfolio choice equation become

(1− π) (r + (1− δ) q) /q − x
(r + (1− δ) q)N s +Mp

= π
x−

[
r + φ (1− δ) q + (1− φ) (1− δ) qR

]
/q

(r + φ (1− δ) q + (1− φ) (1− δ) qR)N s +Mp
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where x = pt+1

pt
measures the return on liquid assets andMp = Ci

π(1−β)−rK−
[
(1−d)φ+d(1−φ)

θ

]
(1− δ)K

measures the total value of liquid assets. Rearrange to express x as[
1− π

(r + (1− δ) q)N s +Mp
+

π

[r + φ (1− δ) q + (1− φ) (1− δ) qR]N s +Mp

]
x

=
(1− π) (r + (1− δ) q) /q
(r + (1− δ) q)N s +Mp

+
π
[
r + φ (1− δ) q + (1− φ) (1− δ) qR

]
/q

[r + φ (1− δ) q + (1− φ) (1− δ) qR]N s +Mp

where N s = θI + φπ (1− δ) + (1− π) (1− δ)K, and q = (1− d) /θ .
In Kiyotaki and Moore (2011) (constant money supply) economy, the net rate of return

on money is always zero in the steady state (pt+1/pt − 1 = 0) given that the money supply
does not change.

C Details on the Estimation

We estimate the model using Bayesian methods. The purpose of the exercise is to obtain
the distribution of the shock of φ and how it correlates with A shocks. In order to do so, we
estimate the dynamic stochastic general equilibrium model with measurement errors.

As usual, to have identi�cation, we consider the number of shock/measurement errors to
be the same as the number of observed variables. We introduce 5 shocks in the estimation:
resaleability, productivity shock (σz), resaleability and productivity correlation (σz,φ), as well
as measurement errors on the total liquid asset value (σln(MP )) and the expected interest rate
on liquid assets (σln(x)). We have already calibrated the productivity shock from previous
literature, leaving 4 shocks to be estimated (with 2 measurement errors).

We consider deviations from the HP trend for aggregate investment. The other variables
that we consider are related to portfolio rebalancing. The linkage of portfolio rebalancing
and its impact on investment is novel and directly related to our question. For the total
liquid asset value, as de�ned in Figure 1, we considered check, deposit, tradable receivable
and T-Bills. Total assets value also come from the Flow of Funds table and is also de�ned
in Figure 1. For the rate of return of liquid assets, we considered the 3-Month Treasury bill
rate adjusted for expected in�ation from the Michigan survey. The sample period used is
from 1991 to 2007, in order to consider a stationary and stable period, that we can be sure
to be dealing with "normal" times.

Following the literature on setting priors, we consider inverse gamma for standard error
of the structural shocks to have a conjugate prior. Table V summarizes the prior and
posterior information. We have tried many di�erent priors and the posteriors are very
robust. Interested readers can directly check the code available on the authors' website.

For the standard deviation of φ, we consider it small because φ itself is already small
and we want to have a high probability of staying in the positive domain. The liquid asset
expected returns are expected and subject to some errors, and the money value may have
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Table V: Prior and Posterior of the Parameters

Prior Distribution Posterior Distribution

Parameters Distribution Mean Std Mean Mode 5% 95%

σφ Inverse Gamma 0.01 1 0.0052 0.0051 0.0046 0.0058

σln(x) Inverse Gamma 0.01 1 0.0323 0.0314 0.0280 0.0362

σln(MP ) Inverse Gamma 0.01 1 0.0086 0.0046 0.0026 0.0158

σz,φ Inverse Gamma 0.3 1 0.4746 0.4950 0.3382 0.5765

ρφ Beta 0.90 0.05 0.8929 0.8951 0.8626 0.9201
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Figure 8: Prior and Posterior Distributions Prior distributions are shown in gray color, while posterior
distributions are shown in black color. The header of each subplot stands for the parameters estimated. SE_phi_shock: σφ.
SE_x_err: σln(x). SE_pm_err: σln(Mp). CC_A_shock_phi_shock: σz,φ. rho_phi: ρφ

some accounting errors too. So we provide a rather �at prior with a small mean on the
measurement errors. We leave the mean of the persistency of liquidity shocks ρφ, to be
somewhat moderate number 0.9. Finally, we start with a somewhat large productivity-
liquidity shocks correlation, since �nancial impact on TFP maybe large. The posterior mode
of σφ, σz,φ and ρφ estimated are used in our numerical analysis. The posterior shape of the
3 parameters are very concentrated, given that we have a relatively �at prior.
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